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Abstract — This article is based on statistical data on the history of studying the formation of strata of the Uzbek society in the late of XIX th and early XX th centuries. In preparing the article authors analyzed the unknown funds of the National Archives of Uzbekistan, previously unexplored works of Russian and foreign authors researchers
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INTRODUCTION

The conquest and joining of Turkestan to the economic life of Russia caused serious changes in the economic and public, political life of Uzbek society, influenced greatly its social and economic structure and social organization. First of all, this impact revealed in the loss of social hierarchy of society and hereditary estate's privileges, which determined all the internal life of the people of Central Asian region for many centuries. The main and decisive factor, determining the position of the person in the social hierarchy of society then became not estate-membership, but availability of property and capital. This caused the formation of a new social power, new class- the class of owners that occupied the leading place in the economic and social, political life of Uzbek society at the end of XIX th century.

MAIN TEXT

It should be marked that the liquidation of hierarchical division of the society and formation of the class of owners happened without conflicts and shock. There weren't any antagonistic relationships between those who had property and those who got a job from them. First of all, it happened in this way because sharp contradictions between the classes of the society with different property status weren't characteristic to the relationships having been formed for centuries. Such aspects of national way of life as a group responsibility, communal mutual aid in rural places and institution of mahallya in city didn't promote it.

At the beginning of the XXth century the great manufacturers, merchants, land owners, prosperous peasants, craftsmen were the leading kernel of the class of owners. But it was a small, though more noticeable part of it. The middle owners, such as owners of small ventures, shops, stores, cottage and craft workshops, plots of arable land formed the basis of this class. This was a powerful numerous group of the real middle owners, functioning in different fields of activity in the society.

A special careful treatment to the their property, deep desire to keep and multiply it, develop producing capacities of society, its stability and prosperity united them in the class. Respectful, kind relationships, decency, honesty, well manners, charity were their distinctive features.

First of all, an active development of the producing capacities of the country at the end of the of the 20th century was revealed in the creation of enterprises, processing agricultural material. In their majority they were small enterprises of a semi-cottage type, using the most simple machines: water-; steam- and paraffin - engines, hydraulic presses etc. Merchants, rich buyers of cotton, handicraftsmen were their owners. Thus, in 1897 in Tashkent there were functioning 36 small enterprises and 620 workers were occupied on them. Only 10 enterprises of that amount were rather large (with 10-80 workers). They belonged to rich merchants and businessmen, their annual productivity made up from 10 to 40 thousands rubles. But the majority of those enterprises (26 of 36) belonged to the people of moderate means. 5-6 workers were occupied on them. And besides local merchants and businessmen owned 15 enterprises [1]. The amount of enterprises was growing steadily. If in 1884 in Fergana region there were 6 enterprises, in 1904-1905 there were 84 large ones with 25-50 workers, while the rest belonged to the owners with an average capital and 5-10 workers were occupied on them. In 1910 in Sirdariya, Fergana, Samarkand and Semirechensk regions there were 362 enterprises [2], 110 of them had an annual productivity of more than 15 thousands rubles, 50 of them - 10-15 thousands rubles and the majority - 202 enterprises were medium ones with an annual productivity from 500 rubles to 10,000 rubles. By 1917 the general number of enterprises in the country was almost 1,500 [3]. Small enterprises of a semi-cottage type which had primitive equipment and no more than 5
workers formed the main part of them. These figures testify the steady growth of businessmen with average capitals in the industrial production of the country.

In the analyzed period the majority of middle owners occupied in the field of production was formed by handicraftsmen and craftsmen. The official statistics of the end of the XIXth century evaluated their social status as “owners who had an independent work in the industrial field, and living in cities and rural places.” According to the information of the first general population census of Russia's Empire in 1987, they made up 12.95 % of the population of Sirdariya, 41.4% - of Fergana and 11.46% of Samarkand regions [4]. At the same time in the documents of that census there was marked a big variety of craft and cottage trades that produced almost all necessary things and food for the local people in the country. Only in 1897 in Tashkent besides above mentioned 36 enterprises, there were registered 1,699 handicraft institutions with 3,300 workers and annual productivity of 1-3 thousands rubles, each [5]. In the same year in the whole Sirdariya region there were registered 4,611 handicraft institutions with 13,468 workers who produced wares for 16 mln. 484 thousands rubles per year, i.e. approximately 3,000 rubles per year each one. These were small work-shops where worked the master himself the members of his family, 1-2 apprentices and one, seldom two halfs (workers) [6].

According to contemporaries, in their majority handicraftsmen and craftsmen were the typical middle owners who kept their families and provided society with necessary goods and products by honest labour. At the beginning of the 20th century the craftsmen who worked in cities earned approximately up to 200 rubles per year, and rural craftsmen - up to 100 rubles [7]. According to A.P. Demidov who worked in Turkestan till 1917 in the Taxes Department of Colonial Administration, a master who built houses in rural places earned 80-100 rubles annually, those who made arba -100 rubles, a weaver -1 rubles 20 kopeeks per week, a creameryman and a tanner - up to 3 rubles per week. It should be taken into consideration that rural craftsmen and handicraftsmen also had an arable land: 0,5-1 dessiatinas, that gave their families all the necessary products [8].

According to the agricultural population census, in 1917 city's handicraftsmen (only male of efficient age, i.e. elder than 18 years old) made up 34.2%. In addition, women who weren't taken into account, were also used in handicraft and craft manufacture. One can make a conclusion that handicraftsmen and craftsmen formed a rather considerable part of the class of middle owners by 1917.

A tendency of a mass confirmation of the class of middle owners happened in the trade field as well. In 1878 only in Tashkent there were given 5,820 trade certificates , 224 of them -to the merchants of the 1st and 2nd categories, 1,268- the to salesmen of the 1st and 2nd class , 3,689 - to the merchants , who had a petty trade and trade in the small stores. In 1882 in the city there were registered 6,333 people who were engaged in trading including 256 merchants of the 1st and 2nd categories, 1,559 salesmen of the 1st and 2nd class and 4180 traders of middle type. The figures proves that rich traders, which were represented by the merchants of the 1st and 2nd categories, formed only 4% of general number of people who were occupied with trade, while traders of the middle type formed 66.3% [9].

At the beginning of the 20th century prominent merchant's houses captured all the wholesale and retail trade, while the petty trade concentrated in the hands of the middle traders. In 1904 in Fergana region there were given 26,512 merchant's certificates: 48 to the merchants of the 1st and 2nd categories, 1,268- the to salesmen of the 1st and 2nd class , 3,689 - to the merchants , who had a petty trade and trade in the small stores. In 1882 in the city there were registered 6,333 people who were engaged in trading including 256 merchants of the 1st and 2nd categories, 1,559 salesmen of the 1st and 2nd class and 4180 traders of middle type. The figures proves that rich traders, which were represented by the merchants of the 1st and 2nd categories, formed only 4% of general number of people who were occupied with trade, while traders of the middle type formed 66.3% [9].

In 1898 Tashkent's Administration of the city gave 5056 trade certificates to the native people; 422 of them -to the merchants of the 1st and 2nd categories for a wholesale trade and 747- for retail; 5,975 -to the rest of the merchants for a petty trade and 19742 - for a trade in small premises. In 1912 in the report of the superior of Zakaspiysk region there was marked that "the trade in the region is concentrated mainly in small enterprises." [10] In all, during 1912 in the region there were given 4,811 certificates; 15 - to the merchants of the 1st and 2nd categories for a wholesale and 1,218 - for retail trade; 3,578 to the rest of the merchants for a petty trade. In 1914 in Samarkand region there were given 67 certificates to the merchants of the 1st and 2nd categories; 3,530- to the petty traders and 8,565 - to the traders in small premises [11].

Examining the tendencies of the trade development and its internal structure in Turkestan within the explored period, one should mark such an important fact as its rapid growth in the groups of the middle owners from the local people. According to the materials of the census of 1897, in Tashkent from 8,462 people occupied with trade and connected with a trade activity, 7,906 or 93,4% were people of the native origin. The majority of them was engaged in the trade of agricultural products (32,818) and also of cloth and clothes (1,425). The native people were almost monopolists in the town trade of cattle (99,4%), building materials (99,4%), leather (98,4%) [12].

In 1898 Tashkent's Administration of the city gave 5056 trade certificates to the native people; 422 of them -to the traders whose circulating capital fluctuated from 700 rubles to 2,000.

At the beginning of the 20th century the middle businessmen and traders represented a considerable group that in the soviet literature was called "a petty bourgeoisie". In 1917 only in the cities of the country 19% of men of the efficient age belonged to it.

In the examining period agriculture occupied the leading place in the internal structure of Uzbek society. In 1907 it formed 84, 17% of the whole population of the country. In the historical literature of the soviet period there existed a firm statement that a characteristic feature of a social structure of a pre-revolution kishlak (a village) was "an ocean of petty and very petty farms that possessed rather meaningless and insufficient fond of land." [13] The peasants without arable land or kishlak's proletariat made up 1,1%; mardikers or semi-proletariat who had up to 0,5 dessiatinas or 3 tanaps (1 dessiatina was equal to 6 tanaps) - 21,6%; poor men - 55,9%, including peasants who had from 0,5 to 2 dessiatinas: chairikers (a share - cropper) -from 0,5 to 1 dessiatinas - 14,9%, petty peasants - from 1 to 2 dessiatinas- 19,4%; middle people -from 3 to 5 dessiatinas - 27,5%, kulaks - from 5 to 10 dessiatinas - 10,6%, rich
men - more than 10 dessiatinas - 4.9%. By 1917 the quantity of the poor was reduced to 47.4%, including peasants who hadn't plots of arable land: they made up 0.5%; mardikers -16.7%, chairikers -15.2%; petty peasants - 15.5% [14]. The number of the middle people and rich men grew up to 32.8% and 19.3 %, respectively. According to the soviet explorers, the mass poverty of the peasants was characteristic to the Uzbek kishlak; the majority of the dehkans barely made both ends meet, was ruined and replenished the number of city's proletariat. Only revolution and rebuilding of the whole agriculture on the socialistic basis could help them; but that meant a liquidation of a dehkan-owner with his private property of land and creation of collective farms. In such a way historians performed a social order of authorities that tried to approve radical breaking of the kishlak’s social structure, which happened in the 30th years of the 20th century. Besides, I consider that the farms having 5-10 dessiatinas should be also included into this group.
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The Soviet historiography referred them to the kishlak’s ones. But they weren’t the farms of Russian kulaks where all the work was done by the hired day laborers, but the farms of prosperous middle owners, where the master himself with his family worked from the dawn till dusk, sometimes engaging additional, a bit bigger manpower than the farms with 3-5 dessiatinas in order to perform some kinds of agricultural works.

The kulak's farms having more than 10 dessiatinas were very rare. It should be marked that their growth happened mainly because of the ruin of petty arable lands having 0.5-0.9 dessiatinas, not because of estrangement of the large land massive. By 1917 the number of such large farms in the country grew up from 4.9% to 6% because of the reduction of the farms having 0.5-0.9 dessiatinas from 21.6% to 16.7%. This process proceeded in rather slow temps and represented a characteristic feature of the development of social relationships at the beginning of the 20th century.

In spite of unfavourable conditions of agriculture in 1916-1917 caused by war, the number of middle class dehkans didn’t decrease, but even grew up. According to our calculations, in 1911 they made up 57.5%; in 1917-58.3% [22]. Thus, the middle owner - a dehkan -owner and toiler was a decisive figure in the social structure of kishlak at the beginning of the 20th century.

It was the power of middle class dehkans that developed cultivation of cotton in Turkestan: sown areas were steadily enlarging, cotton fibre harvest and its crop capacity increased. The fall of these indexes that begun in 1916 was caused by the creation of conditions at which cotton stopped to be a profitable culture for a dehkan and he switched over to cultivation of the other cultures. Besides, at the beginning of the 20th century middle class dehkans cultivated and produced another agricultural productions (except corn) by which they supplied their regions and performed export to Russia.

CONCLUSION
The analysis that we made allows to conclude that by 1917 the characteristic feature of the social structure of Uzbek society became the predomination of the middle owners in it. The class of the real middle owners occupied firm positions in the main fields of society's activity - manufacture, trade, and agriculture. The middle owners brought a considerable profit to their Mother country by honest and persistent labour. A deep interest in their own prosperity made them guarantors of stability and wealth of the society. The Soviet Power called them "petty - bourgeois elements" and, by maximum efforts, annihilated them in the 20-30th years of the 20th century. It happened not by chance that at present time in the conditions of independent democratic state, remembering historical roots and psychology of the Uzbek nation, we ask a question on creation of wide net of small enterprises, on recreation of the manufacture, trade, and agriculture. The middle owners brought a considerable profit to their Mother country by honest and persistent labour. A deep interest in their own prosperity made them guarantors of stability and wealth of the society. The Soviet Power called them "petty - bourgeois elements" and, by maximum efforts, annihilated them in the 20-30th years of the 20th century. It happened not by chance that at present time in the conditions of independent democratic state, remembering historical roots and psychology of the Uzbek nation, we ask a question on creation of wide net of small enterprises, on recreation of the middle owners' class, as a middle owner had always been and will be a true master on his farm and in his country, as well.
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